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Abstract
• I plan to cover (from a payload accommodation/interface and instrument
systems point of view) critical aspects examined during technical
assessment of payloads for ice giant probes, during proposal, selection and
subsequent reviews. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology Readiness Level;
Mass, volume, power/energy;
Accommodation (fixation, allowable envelope, FoV, deployments);
Electrical (harness, EMC, power i/f);
Data interface (protocol, rate/volume);
Operational sequence, s/w requirements, auxiliary data;
Environmental test (mechanical, thermal) and challenges for ice giant atmospheres;
Planetary Protection and Cleanliness and Contamination Control;
Margins.
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Science Traceability Matrix – example from JPL D-100520, 2017
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Technology Readiness
• ESA uses ISO standard 16290 TRL
definition
• TRL at least 5 (+design &
development plan) for selection
• Pool of TRL 8 or 9 equipment for
the descent environment is rather
limited
• What aspects of the environment
are relevant for the particular
equipment?
• Long Lead Items

TRL

Level Description

1

Basic principles observed and reported

2

Technology concept and/or application formulated

3

Analytical and experimental critical function and/or
characteristic proof-of-concept

4

Component and/or breadboard functional
verification in laboratory environment

5

Component and/or breadboard critical function
verification in relevant environment

6

Model demonstrating the critical functions of the
element in a relevant environment

7

Model demonstrating the element performance for
the operational environment

8

Actual system completed and accepted for flight
("flight qualified")

9

Actual system "flight proven" through successful
mission operations
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Payload Selection – example evaluation process
Experiment
proposals submitted

Payload
Community

Review
Procedure

Scientific Panel

Identify noncompliant
proposals

Panel members
written evaluations
Panel members
written evaluations

Scientific plenary
meeting
Technical plenary
meeting

Review Report
(Scientific)
Review Report
(Technical)

Technical Panel
Categorisation
committee

Announcement of Opportunity
+ proposal information package
(technical i/f reqts, applicable
docs, proposal template)

Mission Study Phase;
strawman/model payload,
system study. Inputs from
science definition team

Review Report
(Merged)

Executive body

Selected PIs engage with
project system engineers

Selection
Announcement

Programme
Board
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Mass, Volume, Power/energy
• Key resource constraints for an instrument, with NTE allocations and
margins to be managed at instrument and system level during
development phase.
• 20% until PDR passed, then 10% until CDR passed, then 5%.
• System margin managed by project, e.g. for mass impact of accommodation

• Important to define scope of mass budget responsibility, e.g. for
brackets, booms, fixation h/w, thermal straps, etc.
• Power defined vs. instrument mode. Break point at LCL current limit
• Understand where the risks are, and trades vs. performance, etc.
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Accommodation
• System study will have defined to some level the payload
accommodation possibilities. To define early are parts involving
access to the environment, hull penetrations, deployment.
• Who specifies, designs and procures windows and feedthroughs?
• Accessibility for mechanical and electrical integration.
• FoV (or other keep-out measurement volume)
• CAD Model
• Configuration Control
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Electrical, data & EMC i/f
• What supply voltage(s) is/are available? regulated/unregulated?, V
range, LCL current limit, inrush current, input impedance, UVLO, OVP
• Analogue sensor / FEE to common electronics, or own processor?
• What data i/f protocol?
• Avoid failure propagation – get specialist review of your i/f schematics
before you get too far into build phase.
• EMC CS, RS, CE, RE
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Operational sequence
• What is the nominal operational timeline and profile in terms of
power consumption and data production?
• What requirements or constraints does the instrument place on the
system for monitoring, control and processing (nominal and any
failure detection, isolation and safing/recovery)?
• Auxiliary data needed for instrument data interpretation?
• Does your instrument need to be reprogrammable after delivery?
• May require delivery of a Software Interface Simulator (code)
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Mechanical and Thermal
• Structural model & analysis
• Sine, random, quasi-static, shock: applicable loads at interface from
system level (launch, entry, pyro shock, etc.)
• Thermal Mathematical Model / Geometric Mathematical Model,
simplified for input to system thermal model.
• Thermal analysis, responding to modelling requirements from system
level
• Power vs. mode  dissipation
• T range for operative and non-operative conditions
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Planetary Protection & Cleanliness &
Contamination Control, Product Assurance
• Ice Giant Probes are COSPAR Planetary Protection Category II: PP Plan
and reporting only.
• PA: will define reqts for selection and review lists of materials,
processes, components (esp. at i/f), mechanical parts, critical items.
Also formal processing of waivers, deviations, non-conformances,
delivery / acceptance reviews.
• Test Matrix for qualification and acceptance vs. instrument model.
• Tests for calibration (beyond qual./acceptance) may add significant
complexity, especially if involving ranges of pressures, flow
conditions, exotic compositions.
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Reviews
• Preliminary Design Review
• Structural / Thermal Model Delivery Review
• Electrical Interface Simulator Delivery Review
• Critical Design Review
• Engineering (Qualification) Model Delivery Review
• (Proto-) Flight Model & Flight Spare Delivery Reviews
• + System-level reviews
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